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QUESTION 1

Examine the output of the command: 

lssubsys -am 

devices freezer net_cls perf_event hugetlb 

Now the lssubsys command is executed and new output is generated: ssubsys am ssubsys -am devices 

perf_event hugetlb 

Which command or sequence of commands is correct? 

A. mkdir –p /cgroup/C; mount –t cgroup –o freezer C /cgroup/C; mount –t cgroup –o remount, freezer, net_cls C
/cgroup/C 

B. mkdir –p /cgroup/C; mount –o freezer, net_cls cgroup /cgroup/C 

C. mkdir –p /cgroup/C; mount –t cgroup –o freezer freezer /cgroup/C; mount –t cgroup –o net_cls net_cls / cgroup/C 

D. mkdir –p /cgroup/C; mount –t cgroup –o freezer, net_cls /cgroup/c 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the udev device naming rule: 

KERNEL=="hdb", NAME="disk1" 

Which statement is true? 
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A. A disk device with a default kernel device name of /dev/hdb is accessible using the kernel device names /dev/disk1
and /dev/hdb. 

B. A disk device with a default kernel device name of /dev/hdb has an additional device special file name of /dev/disk1. 

C. A disk device with a default kernel device name of /dev/hdb is replaced with /dev/disk1. /dev/hdb does not exists. 

D. A disk device with the NAME attribute (from sysfs) matching with disk1 is accessible using the kernel device name
/dev/hdb. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

While adding the first Access Control List (ACL) to a file located on an ext3 file system, you receive an error: 

Identity the reason for the Operation not supported error. 

A. The file system in question must be mounted, including the acl mount option. 

B. ACLS are not supported when SELinux is enabled. 

C. The ac1 RPM must be installed to enable ACL support. 

D. The user trying to add the ACL is not the file owner. 

E. The setfac1 command shown contains a syntax error. 

F. An ext3 file system does not support ACLs. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You install the lxc package. 

Which command should you now run to ensure your kernel contains the necessary support to run 

containers? 

A. lxc-checkconfig 

B. cat /proc/sys/kernel/container_version 

C. lxc-kernelcheck 
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D. virsh -c lxc:/// checkall 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man1/lxc-checkconfig.1.html 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three names represent subsystems or resource controlled for Control Groups? (Choose three.) 

A. devices 

B. freezer 

C. blkio 

D. acct 

E. cpu_share 

F. diskio 

Correct Answer: ABC 

Reference: https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_enterprise_linux/6/html/
resource_management_guide/ch01 

 

QUESTION 6

Which three statements are true about SAMBA utilities and the configuration of SAMBA on Oracle Linux? (Choose
three.) 

A. The /etc/samba/smbusers file must contain a mapping from Linux usernames to Windows usernames, even if the
names are the same, to access Linux shares from Windows. 

B. To mount SAMBA shares on Linux, use the mount -t sifs command. 

C. SAMBA uses the Linux user password to authenticate users when accessing Linux shares from Windows. 

D. The smbtree command may be used to locate SAMBA servers available to locate SAMBA servers available to a
Linux client. 

E. Printers are configured in /etc/samba/smb.conf. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Reference: https://www.thegeekdiary.com/beginners-guide-to-samba-installation-and-configuration/ 

 

QUESTION 7

Match the web server directives to their description: A. A-4, B-1, C-5, D-3, E-2 
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B. A-5, B-2, C-3, D-4, E-1 

C. A-3, B-1, C-5, D-4, E-2 

D. A-4, B-2, C-5, D-3, E-1 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement is true about the net_cls cgroup subsystem? 

A. It controls the throughput limits for network packets. 

B. It dynamically sets the priority of network traffic per network interface. 

C. It enforces a limit on the number of opened sockets. 

D. It tags network packets with an identifier. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-US/Red_Hat_Enterprise_Linux/6/html-single/
Resource_Management_Guide/ 

 

QUESTION 9

A container is not starting. 

What is the best way to debug the issue? 

A. Use strace on the lxc-start command. 

B. Use gdb on the lxc-init executable. 
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C. Look in /var/log messages for ixc failures. 

D. Increase the log level of lxc-start with the -1 option. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which three statements are true about the Kickstart installation method? 

A. It always requires a Kickstart file. 

B. The system must be booted manually with the ks= option. 

C. It automates the installation of Oracle Linux. 

D. It creates a Kickstart file. 

E. It requires local access to the installation media. 

F. It requires a PXE boot from the network. 

Correct Answer: CEF 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37670_01/E41137/html/ch03s02.html 

 

QUESTION 11

Your Oracle Linux system is frozen and you want to restart it cleanly by using magic SysRq keys. You were using a
gnome desktop before the freeze. 

Examine this list of keys and functions: 

Which option represents the SysRq keys in the correct order that must be used to cleanly restart the system? 

A. 4. 6. 2, 3, 7, 5, 1 

B. 4, 2, 6, 3, 7, 1 

C. 4, 6, 8, 2, 3, 7, 5, 1 

D. 4, 8, 6, 2, 3, 7, 5, 1 
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E. 4, 2, 6, 3, 5, 1 

Correct Answer: E 

Reference: https://www.howtogeek.com/119127/use-the-magic-sysrq-key-on-linux-to-fix-frozen-x-serverscleanly-reboot-
and-run-other-low-level-commands/ 

 

QUESTION 12

Which statement is true about btrfs file system devices? 

A. You must execute the btrfs device scan after every reboot to add a device to a btrfs file system. 

B. The btrfs device scan -all-devices command scans physical devices looking for members of a btrfs volume. 

C. Blocks are automatically rebalanced across all existing devices after adding new devices. 

D. A device may be added to btrfs only if the file system is unmounted. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Which two statements are true about OCFS2 heartbeats? 

A. A local heartbeat is started during cluster online and stopped during cluster offline commands. 

B. Only one heartbeat mode can be active at a time. 

C. A local heartbeat refers to disk heartbeating on all shared devices. 

D. A local heartbeat is strongly recommended for clusters having a large number of mounted file systems. 

E. A list of heartbeat devices is stored in the /etc/sysctl.conf file. 

F. Heartbeat mode can be configured at the file system level. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Reference: https://oss.oracle.com/projects/ocfs2/dist/documentation/v1.8/ocfs2-1_8_2-manpages.pdf 

 

QUESTION 14

What is the purpose of the kpartx command? 

A. It is a graphical XWindows application to manipulate kernel partition tables. 

B. It is a graphical XWindows application to manipulate partition tables on disk. 

C. It prints virtual disk partition tables. 
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D. It manipulates and prints virtual disk partition tables. 

E. It creates device maps from partition tables. 

Correct Answer: E 

The kpartx command creates device maps from partition tables. Each guest storage image has a partition table
embedded in the file 

 

QUESTION 15

Which two statements are true about OCFS2? 

A. It always requires TCP network connectivity. 

B. It never requires TCP network connectivity. 

C. It requires a dedicated private network. 

D. It requires TCP network connectivity for the cluster. 

E. It requires an installation of the ocfs2-tools RPM package. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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